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Lesson 3Lesson 3Lesson 3Lesson 3    
Reverse Revision:Reverse Revision:Reverse Revision:Reverse Revision:    
One of the best ways to understand a complex concept like sentence fluency is to look at it    
backwards by taking a strong piece of writing and working to weaken it.  That’s right, weaken it.  
After all, for writers to know what to change, they must have a solid understanding of what is  
fluent.   
 
What Do I Do:What Do I Do:What Do I Do:What Do I Do:    
1. The following piece was written by an 8th grade student.  It scored a 6 out of 6 in 

sentence fluency.  Read through it, taking notes on what you like about it. 
 

  Have you ever read a book that was so interesting you couldn’t put it down, even 
though you wished you had never opened that dreary thing in the first place?  Well, 
that’s my specialty.  The name is Edgar Allan Poe and I write scary stories for a living.  
One of my favorites is “The Tell-Tale Heart” in which you step into the body of a killer 
and hear his every thought, and even more disturbing, his motive. 
  Don’t wander over to the comics section because I’m telling you this book is    
ASTOUNDING!  In my short story, the killer is trying to justify his reasoning for         
murdering a poor, old, defenseless man while also trying to prove his sanity.  As the tale 
progresses, you find this murderer is anything but sane because the man he killed has 
done nothing to harm or offend him.   Would you kill someone for something they had 
absolutely no control over, like a cataract in their eye?  Well, the narrator in this story 
does exactly that.  You would never find anything like this in a comic book or a mooshy 
gooshy love story.  Can you say BORING? 
  Understand, I am not trying to deprive you as a reader, but to engage you in a 
better book.  Comics will just leave you empty inside and bore you.  Love stories will 
simply break your heart and lead you to believe that there are always happy endings.  A 
“Tell-Tale Heart” gives you the facts and makes you aware of disturbed people in this 
world.  Wouldn’t you much rather be on the edge of your seat DYING to turn the page 
and read more? 
 

2. Pretty good sentence fluency, huh?  Did it have a variety of sentence lengths?  Did 
it have a variety of sentence beginnings?  Did a lot of the sentences end in a noun?  
Did it have a variety of sentence types?   

3. Usually I ask you to revise a paragraph, but this one doesn’t really need any revision.  
Instead, I want you to make this one bad.  It scored a 6/6 in sentence fluency.  Now I 
want you to rewrite it so that it scores a 1 or a 2 instead.   


